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Summary of
contents
This white paper aims to analyze the state of art and the trend of wearable
devices applied to healthcare and it’s environment. To do that, the authors
of the paper have performed research using different sources including
other research, more than a hundred products information and experts
opinions. All sources have been properly referenced.
The paper begins by giving a brief introduction to the topic and a first
classification of the wearable medical devices analyzed in this the
research.
The next chapter is a study of the most relevant therapeutic areas where
wearables are being used. The parameters that wearables are able to
measure, the main pathologies under these therapeutic areas and an
analysis of the most common treatments using and not using wearables is
the information contained in this section. This chapter also analyzes how
wearables can enrich clinical trials in their different phases.
After that, the next chapter is an oversight of the regulations in the US and
the EU influencing the market access of medical wearables and an
overview of data privacy and general data protection regulations
After that, the key features of the wearable devices are mentioned and
analyzed, followed by an analysis of the technologies required to
leverage these features. The technology section covers in detail the
most relevant technological factors for a medical wearable device
which are sensoring technologies, batteries and connection
technologies.
The following section is an analysis of the medical wearable market,
including a forecast and an oversight of its major players.
The white paper ends with a conclusion, including an analysis of the
technology trends in medical wearables and the innovation degree
and application of wearables in the most relevant therapeutic areas.
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IoT healthcare
1/2 Introduction

Health is one of the most important concerns of our Era.
Disease and death throughout history have been two
events completely linked to the natural course of life.
Nowadays human beings focus on fighting against
disease and human body deterioration. Some experts say
that before one hundred years, we will increase life
expectancy significantly.
Humans are willing to invest as much as they can in order
to improve their health.
The world of internet of things applied to the field of
healthcare is the first lever of digital transformation in
the sector that will allow humans to better understand the
biology of the their bodies and the diseases of this Era.
The scope of IoHT is global and can be applied to all
aspects related to health and people’s well being, from
prevention, diagnosis, treatment and even to followup patients.
Other associated technologies are very important, bringing
added value to IoHT developments. Since IoHT refers to
devices that can measure and interact with the human
body, other technologies such as mobility, big data,
artificial intelligence and machine learning are
fundamental for the correct interpretation of all the
information and its transformation into valuable assets.
Throughout this document emphasis will be placed at the
most important topics of the IoHT world.
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IoT healthcare
2/2 Introduction

Wearables open a new door in the path
towards the personalized medicine and
patient empowerment. Their application
in the health industry as medical devices
results in a direct impact on patients by
improving their treatments’ results. They
allow users to better manage their
conditions and mitigate the inconveniences
of suffering them.
As a result, medical wearables are not only
an additional component to the patient’s
treatment, but also an essential tool for
the treatment itself.

Big Data
Analytics
&

Artificial
Intelligence

cloud

Physicians also benefit from the use of
wearable medical devices as they set a
better insight of the patient’s response
to treatments while increasing the
mechanisms to foster preventive
medicine. In a data-driven world,
information collected by wearable devices
is easily managed, processed and
analyzed by using cloud infrastructures
and Big Data tools. This allows physicians
to obtain valuable information to generate
dashboards and visualize the state of the
patient in an easier and more effective
way.
Drug developers can also take advantage of these technologies to monitor the effects of their
drugs from the first stages of clinical trials to the pharmacovigilance phase. While wearable
medical devices gather the data from target health parameters, Big Data analysis and Machine
Learning algorithms will find non-intuitive correlations regarding the efficiency of the
treatment and its possible side effects.
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Categories

Wearable devices can be located almost anywhere on or inside the body to measure
different parameters and even actuate upon different body parts (e.g. tissues, capillaries, etc.).
Most of applications and research lines have been identified within five different technology
fields: Wellness, Healthcare and Medical, Industrial, Gaming, and Military. Figure [1]
shows the most common applications of wearable devices in these technology fields.

A special analysis is needed in the case of Healthcare applications due to their more
demanding and geographically variable standards. In addiction to this fact, the importance of
achieving reliable, accurate and safe devices slows down its development pace when
compared with other technology fields such as Wellness and Gaming. However, the
usefulness of such developments in a significant number of applications and the fact that it
involves the participation of different actors (e.g. patients, physicians, researchers, etc.) are
fostering the continuous growth of the wearable medical device market.

A survey carried out in 2016 [2] identified the top three uses for wearable devices within the
healthcare area:
1. To assist with prevention of exacerbations and provide early warning signals.
2. To improve treatments through a better understanding of the patient behavior and longterm medicine intake.
3. To monitor patients and enable quick adjustments of the treatments as part of an
integrated telemedicine system.

On the basis of these uses, healthcare professionals are increasing their awareness in the
use of wearable technologies being more prone to design and develop new and innovative
devices. As a result, there is a wide variety of applications of wearable technologies in different
therapeutic areas. (See section: Wearable solutions - To support medical treatments).
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Wellness

Fitness & Heart Rate
Foot Pods &
Pedometers
Smart Glasses
Smart Watches

Industrial

Hand-worn Terminals
Smart Clothing
Heads-up Display

Healthcare
and Medical

Blood Pressure Monitors
Glucose Monitoring
Insulin Pumps
Defibrillators
Drug Delivery Products
ECG Monitors
Hearing Aids
Smart Glasses
Patches
PERS
Pulse Oximetry

Figure 1. Source: “Wearable Technology – Market Assessment” 2013, IHS
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Gaming

Headsets
Imaging Products
Smart Glasses
Smart Watches

Military

Hand-worn Terminals
Smart Clothing
Heads-up Display

everis has carried out research to identify
and classify more than a hundred
medical wearable devices used in different
therapeutic areas. The figure below (Figure
2) shows the body parts where wearables
are located and their common healthcare
application (according to the everis’ own research). As it can be seen in the figure below, more
than a third of the total wearable devices covered in this study stem from the external device
category (external devices that detach the patient from a mobility restriction have also been
included in the scope of this research).
As a result of the study, the conclusion that comes up discloses that those wearables as the
patch or wrist-band which are used for a wide range of different functions are the most used
ones, only overtaken by the headset which serves for monitoring mainly neurology functions. We
can affirm that nowadays the technology has not overcome the skin barrier and most of these
devices monitor us externally.
38%

14%
Headset
Mainly Neurology

External
Multipurpose

5%
Arm-band
Mainly Cardiology

Patch 13%
Multipurpose

13%

9%
Clothing
Multipurpose

Wrist-band
Multipurpose

Vaginal Ring
Gynecology

1%

3%
Ring
Neurology and
Oncology

Sock
2%
Pediatrics and
Endocrinology

3%
Leg-band
Mainly Neurology

Figure 2.
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The table below (Table 1) shows most
common medical wearables classified by therapeutic
area, function, type and technology used.
As it can be seen on the table, the most used wearables
previously mentioned assume importance in the
treatment of countless diseases by monitoring key
elements of the different therapeutic areas. The functions
of these medical wearables are very diverse, as well as
the technologies that are used to make these
measurements.
Therapeutic
area

Function

Most common types

Most used
Technologies

Endocrinology

Real time or periodic
measurement of glucose in
blood, skin or tears

Patches on the skin,
contact lens, and
external sensors

Electrochemical
sensors

Endocrinology

Responsive insulin supply

Patches on the skin
with embedded insulin
pump

Wireless
controlled micropump

Psychology

Monitoring of stress levels
based on biometric parameters

Bracelets and patches

Accelerometers
and electrodes

General
medicine

Monitor of a wide range of
biometric parameters to follow
up treatments or identify
secondary effects

Bracelets, bands,
smart-pills,
electrodes, and
patches.

Electrodes,
oscilometric
sensors, and
infrared sensors.

Neurology

Brain failure prediction such as
epilepsy seizures or strokes

Headset

Electro-dermal
Activity Sensor
and EEG

Traumatology

Muscular or chronic pain relief

Patches

Electric
discharges and
ultrasounds

Oncology

Breast cancer prevention and
monitoring

Clipped on clothing

Strategically
located
thermistors

Cardiology

Monitor of heart activity and
blood oxygen and cholesterol

Bracelets, bands,
patches, and external
sensors.

Oscilometric
Blood pressure
sensor and Pulse
oximeter SpO2

Table 1. Source: Own research
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IoHT solutions
To support clinical trials

Clinical trials have become increasingly complex over time. Globalization, higher efficacy
and safety standards, and rising competitiveness are some of the drivers behind this trend. The
capacity of wearables to gather data beyond in-site allows more accurate long-term
measurement of parameters that would otherwise be undetected. Therefore data becomes more
reliable and richer in content. This information can then be processed using statistical tools
to both observe the individual reaction of patients to specific treatments and detect more easily
the reasons why groups of patients respond differently to similar treatments. So far, mid and long
term consequences of a treatment during clinical trials were monitored by periodic visits to the
site and surveys, which implies the generation of subjective data and the loss of valuable
information.
Using IoT in clinical trial brings the possibility of monitoring the participant remotely and during
day periods when in-site periodic checks are not possible, for instance, during sleeping times.

Preclinical
Testing
Laboratory Test
Animal testing

Before proceeding with any clinical
research on humans, animal testing is
needed. Wearables can be used to
track animal’s response to a treatment
on research, in those cases where the
animal needs to be awaken but still.
One example is RatCAP [21], a
weightless device that is located on
the head of a lab rat not affecting the
mobility of the animal. This device acts
as a brain scan to track brain activity
and study the reaction of any treatment
while the rat is awake allowing the
collection of more reliable data.

Clinical
Research
Phase I

Phase II

Phase I of clinical research
relates to the safety of the
treatment. It is done upon
a group of less than 100
healthy volunteers. This
implies big difficulties in
terms of monitoring the
many biomedical
parameters necessary to
obtain accurate and
representative results in
such a small group during
long term periods.
Wearables monitoring
parameters such as heart
or brain activity are very
useful to continue the trial
beyond the in-site
14
laboratory.

At this point, the drug is
expected to be safe within
the dose stated in the
previous phase. The
number of patients tested
in this phase is between
100 and 300 and unlike
phase I, they are patients
with a specific condition. In
this way, it is possible to
detect the effects of the
treatment, both those
intended and side effects.
Wearables allow the
constant monitoring of
these effects collecting
their results for further
analyses.

IoT also allows to adapt the visits and
personalize them to each participant. Another
feature that wearables offer is the possibility of
alerting the physician about dangerous situations,
even if the participant is not aware.
According to National Institutes of Health’s records, there were 299 clinical trials using wearable
devices by late 2015 [20]. However, there are still barriers that clinical trials have to overcome if
a transformation towards a more intensive use of wearable devices is foreseen. One of the most
important barriers is the reliability of the measurements wearable devices achieve. This
reliability must be validated by a competent body as every other medical device used in
clinical trials. In addition to this, on-site monitoring is still required by regulation. This
means that IoT clinical trials will not substitute traditional trials in the short term.
In conclusion, the main advantage of the use of medical wearables in clinical trials and health
research is the possibility to obtain, process, and achieve value of data based in the real world
experience of the participant, eliminating the interference of subjective information, and the
inconvenience of the necessary control of the information that results, for both participant and
researcher. These devices perform continuous measurements over time against traditional
methods of performing sporadic measurements. This makes possible to gather information
about the constant evolution of the variables monitored. It also allows the opportunity to compare
other factors that can be associated indirectly with the study.

Final Data
Analysis

Follow
Up

Phase III

Biostatical Analysis

Phase IV

This phase’s goal is to
obtain the approval to
commercialize the product.
In order to achieve this goal
and once phase II results
are satisfactory, the
number of patients tested
increase to a few
thousands. The amount of
data needed to manage in
this phase is much larger
than in previous phases,
which increases time and
costs as this data is
obtained patient by patient
in-site. Wearables offer an
alternative way to collect
data, reducing time and
costs.

Data collected from previous
tests needs to be treated through
statistical analysis. The results
from these analyses are those
required to obtain the approval
from the competent body.
Therefore, this analysis must
comply with the highest
standards of trust and reliability,
so human error is a factor that
should be removed from the data
collection. Combining the
capacity of wearable data
collection and connectivity with
Big Data analysis, it is possible to
detect unexpected correlations
between apparently independent
factors.

Once the product is
approved, it is ready to be
used for clinical purposes.
At this point, a post
marketing surveillance trial
follows up the safety of the
product in use. Here, most
adverse effects due to
interaction with other drugs
are detected as well as
other uses for the drug. New
technologies, including
wearable medical devices,
offer the possibility for
developers to track the
patients’ evolution with the
treatment

IoHT solutions
To support medical
treatments
Medical wearables devices offer a solution for relevant conditions to healthcare
providers, including hospitals and pharmaceutical companies, also providing self-treatment
for some minor diseases and disorders. In this chapter (Figure 3), it is shown the most
common pathologies classified by therapeutic areas and how wearables offer a solution
that enhance or replace traditional methods. This study is based on everis’ own research
containing the analysis of more than a hundred medical wearable products, both
marketed and under development.

Heart
conditions

Diabetes

Stress,
depression
and autism

Brest
cancer

Strokes,
epilepsy,
Alzheimer,
Parkinson

Injuries and
pain relief

Figure 3.
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Endocrinology
Diabetes

Diabetes conditions are a group of diseases in which the body’s ability to produce or respond
to the hormone insulin is impaired, resulting in abnormal metabolism of carbohydrates and
elevated levels of glucose in the blood. [17] The two more common types of diabetes are:
• Type 1: The lack of ability to produce insulin by the pancreas
• Type 2: The insulin created is not sufficient to manage the levels of glycerin, either because
levels are too low or because insulin is less responsive than what it should be. This type
appears in more than 90% of all diabetes cases.
In addition to a healthier life style, it is necessary to externally supply the quantity of insulin
needed by the patient that he/she cannot produce by himself/herself in order to maintain
normal levels of glucose within acceptable bounds. Insulin is usually injected daily by the
patient using a syringe and periodically controlling blood pressure using arm bands at home
and glucose levels through a blood drop extracted from the tip of the finger on a strip-band
with bio-chemical reactive enzymes.

Traditional methods to treat diabetes are invasive and the evolution of the disease is very
difficult to monitor and only reliable if it is the doctor who performs it. It is difficult to track this
disease and maintain a regular level of insulin. In addition to that, diabetes treatment requires
constant attention, heavily interfering with the patient’s day-to-day activities. In this
therapeutic area, wearable devices were soon developed to tackle this problem.
Today it is possible to control and supply insulin using very small minimally invasive
wearable devices also connected with monitoring systems for both patient and physician
treatment management. Some of these devices use novel technologies such as microneedles, laser or electromagnetic fields to monitor blood sugar in a less invasive way. The
continue measurement of glucose levels is not only a great tool to monitor the disease, but
also to alert patients every time an insulin dose in needed.

1,500 BCE

Oldest
known
mention of
diabetes

1,922

Frederick Banting and
Charles Herbert Best
are the first to isolate
and purify insulin

1,963

First
insulin
pump

2,017

New technologies
enable painless,
continuous and
connected glucose
monitors

Cardiology
Heart conditions
Heart or cardiovascular disease covers various types of conditions that affect the heart
function or cardiovascular system. The most common symptoms of these group of diseases
includes:
Chest pain or pressure (angina)
Shortness of breath
Abnormal heart rhythm
Heart attack
Some heart conditions as Ischaemic heart disease, that happens to be the first cause of
death in the world, causing with stroke 15 million of deaths in 2015, is caused by an interplay
between genetic and environmental factors which mainly are:
• Advanced age
• It is more common in men, although the frequency in women equals after
menopause
• History of premature ischemic heart disease in the family
• Increased numbers of total cholesterol, especially LDL (bad)
• Decreased HDL (good) cholesterol values
• Smoking
• Arterial hypertension
• Mellitus diabetes
• Obesity
• Sedentary lifestyle
• Pre-presenting the disease (patients who have already had angina are at greater
risk than those who have not)
Avoid the environmental factors as sedentary life style or LDL cholesterol (bad) requires a lot
of commitment from the patient, and the only wearables that help nowadays are focused on
promoting healthy routines by monitoring the person outcomes as smartwatches or by
controlling medication schedule, which are not specific wearables for Cardiology.
Although genetic conditions can not be fixed or avoided by using wearables, today it is
possible to monitor some specific conditions of these diseases as heart rhythm in patients
with high risk of suffering heart failures, shortening the time of reaction and the administration
of a shock in case of a heart attack which is vital in those cases.
It is expected to see a great development of wearable technology in this therapeutic area in
the near future, as it affects a large number of the world's population.

Traumatology
Injuries and pain relief

Traumatology is dedicated to the study and treatment of different injuries that can occur in the
extremities and in the spinal column (locomotive system), even if the injury involves surgery. This
field encompasses bone fractures, dislocations, sprains and different types of contusions.
Frecuently traumatology involves some specific areas as sports medicine, orthopedics and the
treatment of traumatic injuries. More than $200 million was spent on improperly indicated spinal
fusion procedures in 2011 says a Medicare study [54], improve the diagnosis in this area with
more reliable data could not only reduce the waste but to deliver a more accurate treatment to the
patient.
The devices used in this therapeutic area are made to help both physician, by tracking the
movement of the patient measuring some specific variables, and patients mainly by making them
life easier with post-traumatic, postsurgical or even chronic pain relief.

There is a trend between traumatology, physioterapy and neurology specialties that is focus on
giving back movement to extremities affected by some kind of injuries, as a result of the use of
wearables in this combination, as biomechanic arms, hands, or legs the patient can perform daily
activities that were impossible to them improving in a major way the patients’ life.

Oncology
Breast Cancer

Breast cancer is a disease caused by an uncontrolled division of abnormal cells from breast
tissue[17] with the potential of spreading beyond the affected area. It is the most common type of
cancer among women worldwide with around 25% of all cases. It has a survival rate between
80% and 90%, which is one of the highest one in oncology. There are many types of breast
cancer depending on the tissue it begins to develop, and the outcomes vary considerably
depending on the type of cancer. Once the cancer is confirmed by a biopsy of the lump, the only
cure is its extraction and controlling its spreading.
Prevention through a healthy lifestyle is the best way to deal with cancer, reducing considerably
the risk of developing this disease. It is also recommended women to regularly self-exam
themselves and to go to the doctor periodically, even if no sign of cancer is detected. Periodic
screening gives a very reliable insights of the patient’s breast state towards cancer development
at early stages. Nowadays, only 25% of surgical biopsies are on actual cancer. Therefore in a
significant number of cases women are unnecessarily harmed due to non-accurate diagnostic
techniques. [18]
Wearables offer the possibility of periodic preventive exam anywhere. Currently, wearables to
detect breast cancer consist of thermistors strategically located around the breast that monitor
the variation of temperature through time. In this way, they can detect abnormal changes of
temperature produced by cancer cells. In order to identify cancer from a variation of
temperature, the implementation of complex algorithms based on data from many previous
cases is necessary . In the near future, it is expected that wearable medical devices will provide
anonymous data through IoT to the cloud and, using Big Data analysis, diagnose the disease
while improving those algorithms thanks to Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
technologies. This type of wearable is also suitable to be used to monitor ulcers and testicular
cancer.
Other methods to detect breast cancer use ultrasounds to identify the variation of density through
a tissue such as the breast. However, some tissues are too thick to let the ultrasound wave pass
seamless and therefore the solution is less optimal.
Using thermistors-based wearables to detect breast cancer are promising not only because they
allow to prevent it in a much more agile way, but also because they show a percentage of false
positives much lower than traditional mammography screenings [19].
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Neurology
Strokes, Epilepsy,
Alzheimer, Parkinson
The brain is a complex organ and brain conditions are among the most difficult to treat. Many of
them, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease are degenerative conditions with no cure for
the moment that get worse as time passes. Others are shown in form of seizures such as
epilepsy, requiring a fast reaction in order to control them and avoid fatal consequences.
Examples of this are strokes, a medical emergency that causes a significant number of deaths
worldwide every day. Strokes happen when the blood flow to the brain stops, provoking a
progressive death of brain cells due to lack of oxygen. There are two types of strokes:
• Ischemic stroke: Caused by a blood clot that blocks or plugs a blood vessel in the brain.
• Hemorrhagic stroke: Caused by a blood vessel that breaks and bleeds into the brain.
Sometimes, it can happen that the blood supply is interrupted briefly. This is called a transient
ischemic attack (TIAs).
Stroke is not a condition but an episode that can occur anywhere and anytime. Therefore, the
major difficulty to treat strokes is the time lapse between the moment the attack occurs and the
intervention.

Wearables’ main features of continue sensoring and connectivity suits the characteristics of a
medical prevention tool. These devices can detect the invisible signs of a stroke precisely and
warn the patient to take the needed preventions, such as going to the nearest hospital and
calling relatives and doctors. Invisible signs occur before the visible ones hence detecting them
in time might be crucial to prevent a stroke. These signs are atrial fibrillation, abnormal brain
waves and high blood pressure. Ideally, the capacity of monitoring such signs are common in
other wearables designed for other purposes. Therefore, an increased number of people can
also benefit from wearing them.
Likewise, other seizures can also be prevented by the monitoring of biometric parameters. Some
wearables use a combination of ECG and EEG to detect when an epilepsy seizure is going to
occur. Some studies have also concluded that it is possible to prevent epilepsy seizures through
electro-dermal activity sensors in a simple wrist band like the Embrace watch [23].
Wearables addressing Parkinson’s diseases focus on the mitigation of the effects of the
condition. For instance, to mitigate the shaking effect of Parkinson’s disease, some wearables
are simple day-to-day tools like a spoon, that mirror the shake of the hand of the patient in order
to mitigate it. [24]
To treat Alzheimer’s disease, some medical devices use electromagnetic waves to enhance
memory related areas of the brain while the patient performs mental exercises. [25]
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Psychology
Stress, depression
and autism
Workplace stress is the second most common work-related health problem in Europe after
musculoskeletal disorders. As shown in the chart bellow (figure 4), high stress levels are
commonly reached during a normal working day. Stress is the body´s response to any
physical or emotional change in life. This response includes the release of adrenaline in the
body causing an increase in heart rate, breathing and blood sugar levels. It also diverts the
blood flow from the digestive system to the muscles.
Detecting and differentiating from different levels of stress is not an easy task. Traditionally, a
stress attack is detected after it has happened being difficult to decide whether it is necessary
to visit the doctor or not. Anxiety, hostility and fatigue are some of the symptoms that alert
people about their stress condition. After the patient is awareness of their stressed state, they
solve it by changing lifestyle habits, meditation and exercise.
Unlike the traditional solution, wearables offer constant monitoring of the body conditions that
are shown in case of stress. Most stress monitoring wearables use sensors that measures
heart rate, blood pressure or electro-dermal activity, which are the key inputs for special
designed software to assess stress levels. By constantly measuring these parameters,
wearables permit an easier way to deal and prevent stress seizures.
Measuring heart rate, blood pressure and electro-dermal activity have been proven to be an
accurate way of identifying emotional states, not only stress. For instance, there are wearables
that monitor depression, giving a better insight of the patient’s state to the doctor or proposing
exercise through an app to counter the effects of depression. The same principle is also valid
for autism patients, another psychological condition
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Stress level (from 1 to 10) during a working day monitored using wearables
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Heart and stomach
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6
5
4
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Meeting with
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Launch with
friends

3

Dinner
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2
1

6:00

9:00

12:00

15:00

Figure 4. Source: http://emvio.watch/news/science-behind-emvio-0
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Analysis
The chart below (Figure 5) shows the distribution of
wearables per therapeutic area. It can be noticed that
general medicine is the one with the greatest number
of devices. This is because wearables categorized in this
area are suitable for many purposes as they measure a greater number of variables, including
body temperature, ECG, breathing rate, etc. Those devices are currently the most popular
ones as they better match with self-care general uses (their utilization is not exclusively clinical
as it is when considering wearables addressing other therapeutic areas).

Traumatology
Pulmonology

Cardiology
Dermatology

Psychology

Endocrinology

Physiotherapy
Pediatric

General
medicine

Ophthalmology
Oncology

Neurology

Gynecology

Figure 5. Source: Own research

Chronic conditions are in the center of the scope of wearable medical devices. The
chart shows how therapeutic areas such as neurology, phycology, endocrinology and
cardiology are the ones with the greatest number of devices after the above-mentioned
general medicine. Amongst the chronic conditions included in these therapeutic areas
where wearables make a big impact, it can be found diabetes, heart conditions, stress
and neurodegenerative diseases.
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Analysis

The type of variables measured by the devices identified and analyzed in this research work
are detailed in the chart below (figure 6). While the horizontal axis counts the number of
devices measuring each variable, a color code has been used to determine the therapeutic
areas using wearables. At a glance it can be seen that general medicine uses mostly
multivariable devices, whereas endocrinology measures almost exclusively glucose.
Some devices dedicated to treat physical and neurological trauma actuate, instead of
measure, to heal the trauma or reduce the pain.
Temperature
Heart Electrical Activity
Brain Electrical Activity
Blood Pressure
Actuation
Oxygen Level

Cardiology

Stress Level

Dermatology

Hydration

Endocrinology

Fail Detection

General medicine

Dyskinesia

Ginecology

Electrodermal activity

Neurology

Uterine Activity

Oncology
Urine Level

Ophthalmology
Sunlight

Pediatrics
Snoring Sounds

Physiotherapy

Skin Images

Psychology

VO2

Pulmonology

Ovulation

Traumatology

Muscle Electrical Activity

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

Figure 6. Source: Own research
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There are some facts to
be drawn from the chart
as well. The most used
medical wearables, are
those which measure
the heart rate or
temperature, both
variables are key
indicators of many
disorders in the majority
of the therapeutic areas,
and those which
measure brain electrical
activity, actuation or
stress are consider to
be particularly relevant
in Neurology. Some
variables and therefore
wearables have
application for a specific
therapeutic area as
happens with the
galvanic skin response,
sunlight, vitamin D or
snoring sounds in
Psychology.

Regulation
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Market access
The medical devices market has grown fast over
the last decade, making it necessary to establish
and update its regulation periodically. Medical
devices legislations are designed based on the
level of risk associated to their use. Therefore, as a
first step, they must be classified accordingly.
In order to launch a medical device into the market, it is necessary to comply with the
relevant regulation and obtain the authorization from the competent authority. After that,
post-marketing control is performed continuously to ensure the safety of the product in use
and detect possible failures. Hence, each link of the medical device value chain report
periodically to the competent authorities on how the device is performing or the
manufacturing process is resulting.
The figure below shows the agency that regulates medical devices and the definition of
medical device for both, the US (figure 7.a) and the EU (figure 7.b).

Medical Device Definition

Medical Device Definition

An instrument, apparatus, implement, machine,
contrivance, implant, in vitro reagent, or other
similar or related article, including a component
part, or accessory which is: recognized in the
official National Formulary, or the United States
Pharmacopoeia, or any supplement to them,
intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or
other conditions, or in the cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease, in man or
other animals, or intended to affect the structure
or any function of the body of man or other
animals, and which does not achieve its primary
intended purposes through chemical action
within or on the body of man or other animals
and which is not dependent upon being
metabolized for the achievement of any of its
primary intended purposes.

An instrument, apparatus, appliance, material or
other article, whether used alone or in
combination, including the software necessary
for its proper application intended by the
manufacturer to be used for human beings for
the
purpose
of:
diagnosis,
prevention,
monitoring, treatment or alleviation of disease,
diagnosis, monitoring, treatment, alleviation of or
compensation for an injury or handicap,
investigation, replacement or modification of the
anatomy or of a physiological process, control of
conception, and which does not achieve its
principal intended action in or on the human body
by pharmacological, immunological or metabolic
means, but which may be assisted in its function
by such means.

Figure 7.a

Figure 7.b
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In general, medical wearables are considered sanitary
products. However, this is not the case for those who aim
to monitor parameters for wellness purposes. If a product
that is going to be commercialized in a region fits into the
definition of medical device, the manufacturer must
classify the product according to the risk level in order
to know the marketing procedure that must be
followed. The figure bellow (figure 8) shows this
classification and the affecting regulation to comply with in
both cases, the US and the EU.

Class I
Very low risk
Class II
Moderate risk
Class III
High risk

No special regulation applies
Marketing Clearance 510 (k)
Approval Letter (PMA) from the FDA

Directive 93/42/EEC differentiates medical device as invasive, non-invasive and active.
Non-invasive
Invasive
Active
Class I
Class IIa: Channeling or storing
blood, body liquids or tissues,
liquids or gases.
Class IIb: Modifying the
biological or chemical
composition of blood, other body
liquids or other liquids intended
for infusion into the body.

Class I
Very low risk

Class IIa and IIb
Moderate risk

Class III
High risk

Class I: transient.
Class IIa: short-term use;
surgically invasive devices
intended for transient use and
short-term use.
Class IIb: long-term; implantable
devices and long-term surgically
invasive devices

Classification by the manufacturer
Notified Body’s certificates
CE mark

National approval

Figure 8
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Class I
Class IIa: for diagnosis and to
administer and/or remove
medicines, body liquids or other
substances to or from the body
Class IIb: that is potentially
hazardous, considering the
nature of the substances
involved, the part of the body
concerned and of the application
technique.
Class II medical devices will
pass to Class III when
elements that carry higher
risk are modified. For
instance, when the product
comes into direct contact
with the central nervous
system.

The novelty of the wearable medical device also plays an important role in the regulatory
process. New developments or very innovative wearable medical devices are required to
perform clinical trials apart from following all the requirements set in the previously
mentioned directives. With these trials, the efficacy of the device is therefore assessed
ensuring its reliability once it is marketed. Depending on the classification of the wearable
medical device such a clinical trials could be more demanding (Class III) involving
sometimes the participation of CROs (significantly increasing the time and cost for the
wearable medical device to reach the market).
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Data privacy

Nowadays, patients face public exposure, and financial and medical identity theft when their
medical data is breached. According to a survey on physicians [41] [42] privacy and security of
patient information is the top one concern against adoption of mobile health.
These problems reflect how important is to consider the regulations regarding the protection of
data used by medical devices, especially when connected with mobile devices or other
technological tools, as it is commonly the case. The protection of the users’ personal data is
guaranteed in EU by the Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of
the 24th October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to data processing and its
free information flow. As this directive predicted the technological boom, the European
Parliament has adopted Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of the 27th April 2016 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of
personal data and the free movement of such data, repealing Directive 95/46/EC.
This GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION, which came into force on May 24th, 2016,
will be implemented effectively as of May 25th, 2018. Until then, both Directive 95/46 and the
national standards remain fully valid and applicable. As it has been done so far, this will apply to
data were confident controllers established in the European Union and extends to managers and
managers not established in the EU whenever they carry out treatments derived from an offer of
goods or services intended for citizens of the Union or as a consequence of a monitoring of their
behavior. This is an additional guarantee for European citizens. Currently it is not necessary
to maintain a physical presence on a territory in order to treat data, this is why the
regulation tries to adapt the criteria that determine which companies must fulfill it to the reality of
Internet.
This makes it possible for the regulation to apply to companies which, until now, could be
processing data from people within the Union and yet were governed by regulations from other
regions or countries that do not always offer the same level of protection as the European
legislation.
Patients and physicians perceive regulations as a need rather than as a barrier when
considering healthcare. Keeping the integrity of the patient, both physical and psychological,
requires strict control of the safety of medical products and the privacy of the patient’s data.
Therefore, it is necessary to constantly update legislation and harmonize it at the global
level to ensure the protection of the user against possible legal gaps and an equal level of
rights and obligations in any State.
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GDPR
Fundamental
Objectives
• Establish data privacy as a fundamental right: GDPR
considers data privacy as a fundamental right of an
individual that includes the “right to the protection” of their
personal data. This fundamental right was already
acknowledged by our Constitutional Court, distinguishing it
from the right to honor, to personal and family privacy, and
to self-image.
• Generate trust among citizens thanks to the strengthening
of their rights: possibility of accessing and correcting their
personal data, an explicit right “to be forgotten”, the right to
object to data processing, the right to be informed when a
security gap occurs, the right to temporarily restrict data
processing, or the right to data portability.
• Standardize rules: although national regulations are
allowed a small margin, the standardization of 28 current
national regulations was managed with the GDPR.
• Invest in the “Data protection by design”, “Data protection
by default”, and “Privacy by design” principles: These
principles contained in the reform will prompt information
system architects to use techniques such as data as
“anonymization, “pseudonymization”, or secure
communication protocols. The GDPR considers the
encrypting of data as only one of the elements of a holistic
security strategy, and forces companies to consider
preventive analysis and detection controls according to the
sensitivity of the information used.
• Provide startups access to the market: It will encourage
sustainable innovation in data services by improving legal
certainty and reinforcing the trust in the digital market. The
new right to data portability will allow citizens to retrieve all
their personal data from the service supplier and to transfer
it to another supplier.
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Features and Technology
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Features

Different actors play an important role in the definition of the features wearable medical
devices may include. Patients, physicians and manufacturers influences the design and
development of wearable medical devices also having a significant impact in their
technological capabilities and market potential. Table 2 describes the importance the main
players give to features such as wearing comfort and body location, connectivity and
computational requirements, and reliability and robustness. While manufacturers put special
attention on technical functionalities and overall manufacturing costs, physicians, on the other
hand, focus on those characteristics they find useful to enhance their treatments’ results.
Moreover, patients rely on concepts such as wearability, comfort and usability as they look for
devices not interfering with their lifestyles. In conclusion, concerns from the different actors are
distant on each other. Therefore, looking for well balanced solutions considering all parties’
perspectives is essential for the development of marketable medical wearable devices[16].
Feature

Patient’s
perspective

Physician’s
perspective

Manufacturer’
s perspective

Wearing comfort

3

2

1

Appropriate placement on the body

3

2

1

Aesthetic issues

3

1

2

Data encryption and security

2

3

3

Operational lifetime

3

2

2

Real-life scenario application

3

3

3

Real-time Application and connectivity

3

2

2

Computational & Storage Requirements

1

1

3

Ease of use

3

2

1

Performance and test in real cases

3

3

3

Reliability

3

3

3

Cost

3

1

3

Interface Robustness

2

3

2

Fault Tolerance

3

3

3

Scalability

2

2

2

Decision Support

3

2

2

Table 2. Source: Alexandros Pantelopoulos and Nikolaos G. Bourbakis [16]
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Technologies

Making sure that all features demanded by the users are met in medical wearable devices is
a challenging task. There are many limitations including economic and legal, but the one that
drives the innovation race between developers are the technological ones.
For instance, accuracy and reliability of the device, two key features according to physicians,
are limited by the quality of the sensors. The capacity to connect to other devices to monitor
a treatment or collect data for a clinical research requires novel communication technologies.
All this in a small and comfortable wearable with long-time autonomy so patients are willing
to use them, which requires more efficient solutions and more advanced energy supply
systems.
Among all these technologies, sensor and actuator technologies are the most important for
medical purposes. Medical wearable device’s sensors and actuators can be classified into
five types according to the signal they measure or the type of actuation they perform.
It is the developer’s job to understand which parameters are required to be measured and
what type of technologies should be used in order to achieve this goal within the products’
specifications.
Most biosensors used in medical wearable devices have been used for a long time in
hospitals and laboratories, attached to heavy and expensive equipment. That is why the
trend among developers of successful cost-effective devices is not heading towards the
development of novel technologies based on new discovered physics, but the adaptation of
those hospital devices into the new era of mobility and IoT.
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Communication technologies are also a key factor in order to comply with the requirements of
mobility demanded by new patients. They want to be able to connect their wearable
devices with their smartphones and other digital platforms. This has led developers to
implement wireless communication technologies such as Bluetooth in their wearable devices.
It appears to be clear that the technological evolution of sensors drives the speed of the
evolution in these devices, highlighting important aspects as the accuracy and reliability with
the efficiency, long lasting performance and the Interconnectivity.

Thermal

Electromagnetic fields

through thermistors

through diodes or transistors

Bio-chemical

Electric
through electrodes

through reactive strips

Mechanical
through force sensors and actuators
Medical wearable device’s sensoring technologies
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Sensoring
technologies
Most medical wearables use only a few types of sensors. In most cases, these sensors
have been used long before they were implemented in wearables. In this chapter some
of the most common sensors used in medical wearables are described. Whatever the type of
signal is, the sensor needs to be able to transform it into an electric signal in order to be
read and further sent to an electronic device.

Oscillometric Blood pressure sensor
Uses an oscillometric technique that determines the systolic and diastolic pressure values.
This method takes advantage of the pressure pulsations taken during measurements. An
occluding cuff is placed on the left arm and is connected to an air pump and a pressure
sensor. The cuff is inflated until a pressure greater than the typical systolic value is reached,
then the cuff is slowly deflated. As the cuff deflates, when systolic pressure value
approaches, pulses waves start to appear. These pulse waves represent the pressure
changes due to heart ventricle contraction and can be used to calculate the heart rate. Pulse
waves grow in amplitude until mean arterial pressure is reached, then decrease until they
disappear. The pressure sensor consists of a piezoelectric resistor. Piezoelectric materials
have the property of transforming the differential of internal energy created by the
deformation of the material, into electric energy. The variation of pressure in the cuff will
slightly deform the piezo-resistor, which will send a proportional electric signal that can be
read by a voltmeter.

Infrared sensor
Uses LED as transmitter and receivers of infrared radiation to measure the absorption of this
radiation by a tissue. This capacity of infrared absorption or emission can be related to a
biometric parameter. For instance, it is used to measure oxygen saturation in blood. This is
achieved by locating the transmitter and the receiver at opposite sides of a translucent body
part, such as the finger tip. When the hemoglobin (the molecule that carry oxygen in blood)
carries oxygen it absorbs less infrared radiation than when it does not. Measuring the
quantity of infrared light that pass through the finger allows to measure the quantity of oxygen
carried by the hemoglobin. The receiver transforms radiation energy of infrared into electric
energy, which can be measured by an electronic device.
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Thermistors
Are semiconductor materials that act as a resistor in electric circuits. In normal conditions,
materials’ resistance increases when temperature rises, increasing the drop of voltage
between two points of the material. When the thermistor is located in contact with a surface
such as a body part, the thermistor equals the temperature of the tissue is in contact with. By
using a voltmeter it is possible to measure the drop of voltage in the thermistor and therefore
its temperature, which is equal to that of the body. This measurement is an electric signal that
can be sent to an electronic device to monitor temperature.

Glucometer
Uses strips that contain an enzyme called glucose oxidase, a chemical component that reacts
to glucose in a dissolution such as blood. A drop of blood is sufficient to accurately measure
the concentration of glucose in it [22].

The results of this reaction increases the conductivity of the raw strip and the blood separately.
The higher is the concentration of glucose in blood, the greater is the number of resultants of
the reaction and therefore the conductance of the strip after the reaction is done. By integrating
the strip in a circuit and measuring the current passing through, it is possible to know the
concentration of glucose in blood by using an electronic device.

Electrocardiogram sensor
Heart contraction is ordered by an electric discharge sent by the sinoatrial node, which is
located in the heart itself. This electric discharge leaves a residual electric current flowing
through the body that can be detected using electrodes. This current harvested by the
electrodes is much smaller than the one sent by the sinoatrial node, but sufficient for the
electrode to measure. The electrodes are metal plates that must touch the naked skin in areas
where the residual current is higher, close to the heart.
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Accelerometers
Are sensors that consist of a mass attached to an elastic-damping support. The mass is
located inside a hub. Both the mass and the hub are electrically charged with opposite signs
so they work as a condenser inside a circuit. The mass will move inside the hub as the
acceleration of the entire system appears due to its inertia. This movement will enclose the
mass to one point of the hub. This variation of distance will increase varying the capacitance of
the condenser in one direction. By knowing the acceleration of the system, it is possible to
integrate it and calculate the velocity of the system, so that the entire kinematic state can be
known.

Electroencephalogram sensor
Electrodes can harvest any type of electrical signal. Using the same methods as for
electrocardiograms, electroencephalograms monitor the electrical activity of the brain.

Gyroscope
Is a gyratory mass that continuously rotates at a constant velocity so its axis tends to
continuously stay pointing at the same direction. However, in wearable devices another type of
gyroscope that can be manufactured in microscopic scale (MEMS) is used. Unlike the rotating
mass-based, the MEMS based gyroscope uses a vibratory mass that tends to vibrate in the
same direction. When the system is rotated, the variation of the direction of vibration creates a
torque that can be measured using piezoelectric sensors.
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Batteries

Wearable comfort and low aesthetic disruption are two of the most valued features that a
wearable device must have according to users [16]. To achieve that, developers have to not
only think at the functional capabilities of the sensor and the communication technology, but
also at the size and weight of the device. Achieving high functionality while keeping the
system small is challenging so the development of microscopic components is rising fast.
However, even though sensors and electronic components are exponentially decreasing in
size over time, the development of new batteries smaller in size while keeping high
performance, long lifetime and fast recharging is not evolving accordingly.
Batteries commonly used in wearable devices are Li-ion batteries. Among all types of
rechargeable commercial batteries, Li-ion ones are the most suitable for use in day-to-day
electronic devices because they are relatively small and efficient. Traditional batteries,
including Li-ion, use a liquid as electrolyte to conduct electrons between the anode and the
cathode.

This is one of the reasons why batteries need to be big in order to perform well and
safely.
Nevertheless, researchers have developed stable solid electrolytes that can be used to create
new batteries that improve the performance of the liquid-electrolyte ones reaching also much
smaller sizes. Additionally, other materials such as superconductors are expected to be
the key component of the ultimate battery in the near future.
Another constraint is the need of plugging the device in a continuous basis in order to
recharge the battery. This fact involves an inconsistency as batteries are meant to liberate
the device providing independency to the patients so that they can use them wirelessly with
no restriction. Furthermore, most powerful batteries take relatively long to be fully
recharged and this is specially inconvenient for medical devices meant to treat chronic
diseases.
Battery developers acknowledge this problem and they show novel methods to tackle it. For
instance, new batteries such as solid state electrolyte-based batteries or superconductorbased batteries have a much lower recharging time than the traditional ones because they
oppose less resistance to the electricity when it flows through them.
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Other solutions aim to improve the recharging approach itself. It is not new the inclusion of
batteries that continuously recharge themselves by harvesting energy from the environment. In
the past certain devices were developed requiring low energy to work, such as watches and
calculators, also having solar harvesting cells as energy sources. More novel harvesting
methods use piezoelectric materials to transform environmental vibration into electric
energy, or even harvesters that gather electromagnetic waves such as Wi-Fi from the
environment.
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Communication
technologies

Communication technology is evolving rapidly due to the market rising demand of
wireless electronic devices. In the era of information, the capacity of transferring this
information between different devices is a feature that people appreciate above many
others.
Connectivity in medical wearables is rated as highly important for patients [16]. The table
below compares the capabilities of the most common wireless communication technologies
used to connect wearable devices with their interfaces.

IoT has undoubtedly enabled wearable devices in general, but regulation regarding
personal data protection makes very difficult for medical wearables to connect with the
cloud. Currently, most medical wearables connect from the sensor to an interface using
short-mid range connections. Usually, the user can control the sensor or actuator from the
interface through a controller. The controller is an electronic component that will act as link
between the interface, which could be an app in a smartphone, and the sensor.

Sensor / Actuator
Interface
• Cable
• Bluetooth
• Plug
• Bluetooth

Controller
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Feature
NFC
Power
Consumption

BLE

Classic
BLUETOOTH

ANT

Low

Low

High

Medium

Bandwidth

424 Kbps

1 Mbps

3 Mbps

1 Mbps

Frequency
band

13,56 MHz

2,4 GHz

2,4 GHz

2,4 GHz

Max Range

20 cm

50 m

100 m

50 m

Almost

Easy to implement
and low cost

It is the standard for
audio streaming.

No master node is
needed

NFC uses RFID
labels, which are
small devices that
can be attached or
embedded into the
wearable. NFC uses
electromagnetic
fields that can be
created by the
transmitter and the
receiver or just by
one of them.

Bluetooth technology uses UHF
radiofrequency to transmit data wirelessly.
Its implementation is very easy and it has a
very low cost when compared to other
wireless technologies. The difference
between BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) and
Classic Bluetooth is that BLE consumes
less energy at the expense of less range
and bandwidth. BLE is more convenient in
most wearable devices where battery
lifetime is a functional limitation over range
and data transfer velocity.

Other features instantaneous

Details

ANT uses the same
communication
technology as
Bluetooth with a
different topology.
Whereas Bluetooth
uses master-slave
star topology, ANT
uses mesh and P2P
so no master is
needed to integrate
all sensors.

Source: Own research

The most common first interface for wearable devices is the mobile phone, and the trend
continues heading in this direction. This requires the mobile phone to have a software
(app) that will receive the data from the wearable through an API, a protocol of
communication that will permit the entrance of data from an external device. The software
then allows the user to interact with the wearable, read stored information and share it with other
devices or even the cloud.
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IoT & IoHT Market
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The IoT market
Nowadays & estimated

One of the first conclusions raised after analyzing the IoT market is that there are not clear
economic estimations about the evolution of its volume and growth in the coming years.
The most remarkable and renowned market research entities specialized in technological trends
(Gartner, IDC and IHS) agree in a clear almost exponential growth for this market, but they show
significant discrepancies in their respective forecasts.
This fact is confirmed after analyzing their estimations on the current value of the connected
device market. While Gartner estimates it in US $6.4B (not including smartphones, tablets, and
computers), IDC and IHS establish this amount in US $9B (also excluding those devices) and
US $17.6B (including all those devices) respectively.
Since their first projections, both Ericsson and Evans (CTO of Stringify) have lowered their
forecasts regarding the connected devices market from the first US $50B for 2020. Evans
reduced their estimations down to US $30B and Ericsson down to US $28B by 2021. Other firms
have reached similar figures: IHS Market forecasts US $30.7B by 2020, and Gartner expects US
$20.8B by that time (excluding smartphones, tablets, and computers). Lastly, IDC anticipates US
$28.1B (not counting those devices).

Nowadays connected devices 2020 Connected devices
Gartner’s estimate of 6.4 billion

Gartner’s estimate of 20,8 billion

IDC’s estimate of 9 billion

IDC’s estimate of 28,1 billion

IHS’s estimate of 17,6 billion

IHS’s estimate of 30,7 billion
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The IoHT market
Nowadays & estimated

Market research entities also disagree about the medical wearable devices market forecasts.
Global healthcare wearable market was estimated by RNCOS in US $1.5B [6]. Soreon valuated
the same market in US $2B [7] in 2014 and Mordor Intelligence estimated global sales of
wearable medical devices in US $3.2B in 2015, which meant a 100% growth over the year. [8]
This misalignment augments when estimations are forecasted for the end of the decade. The
global wearable medical devices market value prediction for 2020 is estimated on US $4.6B
according to RNCOS [6] and US $7.9B according to Mordor Intelligence [8]. Soreon goes beyond
that figure bringing a more optimistic estimation of US $41B [7].

In addition to the technological factors, social factors are also boosting the medical wearable
market. Aging societies [9] and a more sedentary lifestyle have put chronic diseases in the center
of the scope of healthcare providers that have seen how new technologies offer a day-to-day
management solution.

Nowadays IoHT market

2020 IoHT market

RNCOS estimate of 1.5 billion

RNCOS estimate of 4,6 billion

Soreon estimate of 2 billion

Soreon estimate of 41 billion

Mordor Intelligence 3,2 billion

Mordor Intelligence 8 billion
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Big players
Major companies, start-ups
and universities
everis has analyzed more than a hundred medical wearable devices at different stages of
development. As a result of this research, the type of developer for each medical wearable
and their areas of application has been identified. The most relevant results are shown in
the chart below. (Figure 9)

PharmaHealthcare

Technology
Wearables
Academic
s

Wearable companies are
mostly start-ups dedicated
exclusively to the
development of their
products. These are the bulk
of the medical wearable
development. However,
Pharmaceutical and
Healthcare companies are
the biggest players when
focusing on big companies.
Big technology companies
also develop medical
wearables but their portfolio
is often reduced to a single
product.

Figure 9.

Entities developing medical wearable devices are spread across most developed countries,
showing a much greater concentration in the USA (accounting for more than 68% of the
share) followed by the UK (accounting for a 5% of the share).
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The Figure below shows the major players
studied in this research segmented according
to their core business. Although most of the
medical wearable devices are designed and
developed by single entities, in some cases, joint ventures are created between a
technological and a pharmaceutical company. This is the case of Novartis and Google [27] or
Roche and Qualcomm [28] developing Contact Lens That Monitors Blood Sugar and The 2net
Platform respectively”. Trends also drive towards start-ups acquisitions from big companies
[29] and collaborations with the academia (e.g. universities).

Technology

Wearable

Academics

Pharma- Healthcare
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Trends
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Key Facts and
Figures
everis has identified some key factors that could help with understanding and predicting the
current and future development of the medical devices market
• Healthcare is the top concern in most societies worldwide.
• Electronic commercial device market is one of the fastest growing industries globally due to its
high and increasing demand.
• Electronic technology evolves quickly.
• People acknowledge the risk of sharing their personal data and demand more protection.
• The rising number of smartphones users and the technology and connectivity improvement
ease the introduction of wearable devices in the market.
• Physicians and pharmaceutical researchers are becoming more confident about the benefits of
wearable devices. They believe that the use of these devices is going to be a must in the near
future enhancing treatments and research.
The comparison of two surveys on clinical professionals about the use of mobile technology in
healthcare (performed in 2010 [41] and 2014 [42]) shows a clear trend towards the adoption of
new technologies by physicians. For instance, in 2010 only 7% of the surveyed participants were
willing to use mobile technologies to review images such as radiographies. In 2014 this
percentage raised up to 41%.
One of the most promising uses of wearable medical devices involves sending the collected data
to doctors. In 2010, 11% of physicians were confident about the data received from a medical
device whereas in 2014 this number raised to 20%. were confident about the data received
from a medical device, whereas in 2014 this number raised to 20%.
However, even though physicians have increased their willingness to use mobile technologies,
there is still a long way to go to completely adopting this trend. Another example is the
application of wearable medical devices to conduct clinical consults remotely. In the case of this
specific application only 12% of the surveyed physicians were willing to use this possibility in
2014 against the 5% in 2010.
Nonetheless, the regulation barrier and the concerns about medical data privacy from both,
physicians and patients force developers to avoid cloud connection in their wearable
developments.. Only 30% of medical wearables studied in the research can connect to the
cloud. Better security systems and a more robust laws, standards and regulations specially
regarding worldwide connections, are therefore demanded. This requires not only a greater
investment in data security from wearable developers, but more collaboration between
international agents to unify data privacy laws.
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Allowing the connection to the cloud will foster the use of complementary technologies such as
IoT, Big Data and Machine Learning resulting in richer and more valuable data analysis. In
private cloud environments, these technologies are already being used to enhance clinical trials.
Traditionally, clinical trials require a closed and controlled environment to measure parameters
and obtain reliable data. By using wearables, clinical trials are able to measure parameters
beyond the laboratory.
The Duke Clinical Research Institute is one example of this trend. They are aware of the
potential of using mobile technology to boost clinical research [43]. They stated that the value of
wearable medical devices relays mainly on the capacity of measuring parameters that have
never been measured before, like sleeping quality, day-to-day physical activity, etc. For
example, counting steps gives a much better insight of the patient’s lifestyle than performing an
indoor physical resistance test A recent research report concluded that 97% of
pharmaceuticals and CROs are planning to integrate digital health technologies in trials
over the next five years [44].
A significant number of medical wearables developed to improve the quality of life of patients are
also committed for clinical trials. This is the case of ADAMM-RSM [45], a wireless patch
developed for asthma and other respiratory conditions that monitors pulmonary parameters
such as cough counting, respiration, wheeze, heart rate, inhaler detection, etc. Its developers,
HCO, claim that over 3,000 of their devices are now in use in clinical trials.
Medical wearable EEG are also on the spot of
clinical trials and medical researchers. The brain
is the organ that centralizes all the body’s
activity. Therefore, continuously monitoring the
brain signals, even beyond the laboratory’s
walls, is very valuable for researchers. Compact
EEG medical wearables like muse [46] are
already being used by researchers worldwide.
The use of wearables for research applications
is resulting in a growing and incipient market
that developers are starting to look at.
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“

97% of pharmaceutical
companies and CROs are
planning to integrate
digital health technologies
in their trials over the next
five years

”

Key facts Therapeutic areas
The chart below (Figure 4) shows the distribution of
wearables per therapeutic area. It can be noticed that
general medicine is the one with the greatest number
of devices. This is because wearables categorized in this
area are suitable for many purposes as they measure a greater number of variables, including
body temperature, ECG, breathing rate, etc. Those devices are currently the most popular
ones as they better match with self-care general uses (their utilization is not exclusively clinical
as it is when considering wearables addressing other therapeutic areas).

Traumatology
Pulmonology

Cardiology
Dermatology

Psychology

Endocrinology

Physiotherapy
Pediatric

General
medicine

Ophthalmology
Oncology

Neurology

Gynecology

Figure 4. Source: Own research

Chronic conditions are in the center of the scope of wearable medical devices. The
chart shows how therapeutic areas such as neurology, phycology, endocrinology and
cardiology are the ones with the greatest number of devices after the above-mentioned
general medicine. Amongst the chronic conditions included in these therapeutic areas
where wearables make a big impact, it can be found diabetes, heart conditions, stress
and neurodegenerative diseases.
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everis has analyzed more than a hundred medical
wearable devices at different stages of development. They
have been categorized according to the therapeutic area
they address and the level of innovation they show. The
figure below (figure 10) positions each of the analyzed devices according to these parameters.
Each dot represents a device, indicating its color the therapeutic area it is intended for. Its
position within the overall figure represents its level of innovation in a way that the closer it is
to the edge of the circle, the more disruptive it will be compared with other devices
applied to the same therapeutic area.

Traumatology
Cardiology

Pulmonology

Dermatology

Psychology
Endocrinology
Physiotherapy
Pediatric

Ophthalmology
Oncology

General
medicine

Neurology

Figure 10.

Gynecology

Source: Own research
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Trends Therapeutic areas

The criteria followed to evaluate the level of innovation of the analyzed devices relays on the
study of general parameters such as the novelty of the sensoring technology for each
application, the continuity of the measurement process, the level of invasiveness, the
connectivity, the usability and the size and wearablility, as well as specific parameters
only applied to certain therapeutic areas.

General medicine
General medicine is the therapeutic area showing the highest number of medical wearables.
The adaptability to support the treatment of many different pathologies, makes them very
attractive as multipurpose products. Therefore, they are suitable for the general medicine
market, also having the capacity of reaching healthy patients. However, most of the medical
wearables studied in this area do not show remarkable innovations beyond the multivariable
measurement capability. One exception is Proteus [31], a smart-pill that monitors biometric
parameters from inside the body and transmits the collected data to a patch located on the skin.
The patch then connects to an external device such as a smart-phone to process and collect the
generated data.
This device has been rated as very innovative over the rest because it is the first product that is
able to monitor a wide range of parameters as well as deliver drug inside the body. Most
wearables that have been studied do not show such a innovation degree and therefore, they
have been positioned as less innovative devices.
The use of these monitoring medical wearables in professional healthcare can be highly
beneficial, as we can see in devices like Vital patch [55] or Philips’ technology
IntelliVue Guardian Solution [56] which consist in a wearable biosensor self-adhesive patch that
is attached to the patient chest. The nursing service is able to predict futures difficulties thanks to
the ‘Early Warning Scoring System’, which works with data measured previously by this device.

Cardiology
There are a wide number of medical wearables in the market that monitor heart activity, but not
all of them can be considered suitable to be used in cardiology. Heart is a vital organ, and
conditions related to heart are risky for the patient and fatal in many cases. Most treatments for
cardiology conditions require high commitment from the patient, including a healthy life-style and
a strict medication schedule.
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Conventional cardiology wearables focus on monitoring blood pressure to reduce hypertension.
These medical wearables are much smaller and lighter than the classical blood pressure
measurement devices. They allow the patient to reduce the number of visits to the doctor
(these visits should never be avoided - wearables are not intended to substitute the doctor). One
representative example of this type of product is the wireless blood pressure monitor developed
by Withings [32]. This device can be used as the classical blood pressure cuff but it uses
Bluetooth to connect to an app in the smartphone. This makes data more accessible to both the
patient and the doctor, as the information collected is automatically registered also offering
historic progression sight. It also connects to the cloud so that the doctor can have a real-time
sight of the state of the patient reducing as a consequence the need of periodic verbal reports
given during the visits.
On the top of the innovation in the cardiology area it is positioned the CardioInsigh Mapping
Vest [33], developed by Medtronic. This medical wearable is a smart-shirt that uses 252
electrode sensors to map the heart and identify arrhythmias, substituting the highly invasive
intra-vein catheter.

Its use is restricted to clinical use but it has set the base to improve home-care of
patients that suffer chronic heart conditions.
With the same concept, LifeVest wearable defibrillator [57] by Zoll monitors patiens’ heart
rhythm trough sensors as well, It also detects arrhythmias and immediately delivers a treatment
shock to restore normal rhythm, avoiding the waste of time that could cause difficulties in
patient’s health.

Endocrinology
Endocrinologists use wearables to treat different types of diabetes. Glucose monitors and insulin
pumps have been out in the market for a very long time. Although they can be considered
medical wearables, the most classic ones have not been included in this study as their low level
of disruption would position them at the center of the innovation chart.
Criteria for endocrinology innovation significantly values the non invasive capacity of the medical
device. Another important parameter to evaluate wearables in this therapeutic area is the level
of automation of the measurement process. One of the greatest concerns of diabetes patients is
the periodically measurements they have to take on their own.
It is clear that patient’s life quality and comfort are the main goals of the innovations performed in
this area, although the insulin supply nowadays still requires an injection, the process required
has become more discreet and less invasive in their daily activities as we can see with the use
of Omnipod [58] which consist in a light refillable insulin reservoir, that it is attached to the skin
and controlled by a wirelessly monitor that allows the automatic insertion at the push of a button.
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Under this criteria, some devices have been considered slightly innovative. On the opposite
side, there are products like the Gluco-wise [35] that are able to perform measurements with no
perforation of the skin by using electromagnetic waves. Among non invasive medical devices,
the continuous monitoring solutions are on the top of the classification, but some of them are still
under development.

Gynecology
Pregnancy monitoring is the area of expertise where gynecologists show the potential use of
wearable devices. There are wearables suitable for all stages of pregnancy; from vaginal rings
that monitor ovulation like OvulaRing [36] to enhance the probability of pregnancy, wearable
ultrasounds like MobiUS [37] to make pregnancy echography directly on the smartphone at
home, to contraction trackers like Bloomlife [38], a patch that monitors contraction to alert when
the birth is going to occur.
None of the medical devices studied in this area have been concluded to be disruptive.
However, pregnancy monitoring wearables prove that it is possible to make big steps forward in
the improvement of patient’s quality of life by adapting clinical devices to connected wearables.
An innovative device in this area has been found in the combination of Artificial Intelligence and
a non-wearable device: Percept™ [59], it monitors signals from under the mattress, these
signals are translate into ovulation, menstrual cycle, sleep patterns, relaxation levels data
through the use of algorithms. It is also able to show the data on the phone trough an specific
App. ‘Early Sense’, the company that has develop these device, also offers the same technology
to monitor family’s health.
Another innovative device is AVA [60]. This device is worn at night only, detects nine different
vital signs chosen because they’re impacted by fertility cycles.
It is in the early stages of clinical trials and its preliminary results suggest that someday it could
be used to detect pregnancy. The research looked at data from the device over the course of 44
conceptive cycles and 467 non-conceptive cycles. They found statistically significant differences
in pulse rate, breathing rate, heart rate variability, and temperature, all in the late luteal phase of
the cycle — before a woman would even notice a missed period.

Pulmonology
Mainly focused on asthma, many of these wearables, like Propeller [40], are external devices
attached to the inhaler to register the number of times it is used, the environmental conditions,
the time and location, the quantity supplied, etc. The technology used for this devices is very
simple so their level of innovation is related to their connectivity, interface and the number of
parameters they measure.
Another investigation line on asthma disease is the ‘attacks’ prediction. Rutgers University-New
Brunswick scientists have created a graphene-based sensor [61] and they are trying to develop
a device based on this technology that someone with asthma or another respiratory disease can
wear and blow into it periodically in order to predict the onset of an asthma attack or other
respiratory problems.
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Neurology
Most medical devices in this area monitor brain
electrical activity or other parameters directly related to
the brain such as electro-dermal activity. Devices that
counter the hand shaking of a Parkinson’s disease
patient are also included in this classification.
This is the case of the wristband developed by Microsoft [47], rated as disruptive, that allows
these patients to write and draw. The criteria used to assess the innovation level of the devices
included in this therapeutic area focuses on the accuracy of the measurements, the complexity
of the technologies used and the improvements in the quality of the patients’ life they achieve.
Categorized as less innovative are devices that are less precise in their measurements not being
suitable for clinical uses. These devices can help a patient to train its brain or sleep better, which
have a direct impact to some neurological conditions such as Alzheimer’s and Insomnia.
Another example in this area is MyoPro [62], which is a non invasive myoelectric powered brace
to support the weak arm, it is designed to let patients who have suffered a stroke, spinal cord
injury or have another neuromuscular disability control their arm or hand using their own
muscles. It is a powered brace that detects a patient’s neurological signals and amplifies them,
driving motors in the brace to move the arm and hand.

Traumatology
Medical wearables assigned to this therapeutic area mainly focus on pain relieving. For
instance, Painshield and Woundshield from NanoVibronix [48] are patches that treat injuries
and relief patches that pain using ultrasounds. These devices tend to be completely noninvasive and use no electrodes to reduce patients’ risks.
Some examples are given for these use. One of them is minimally invasive and none surgery is
required as Sprint PNS [63] and the other is not invasive at all, The Quell [64] which is a band
that is worn on the upper calf. Both types of devices inhibit the pain by stimulating sensory
nerves blocking the pain signals. The main challenge of these devices is to provide the greater
comfort possible with minimal size and invasiveness, due to the large number of hours that have
to be in use.

Physiotherapy
There are wearables that use accelerometers and gyroscopes to monitor the posture and motion
of the body. They give feedback to the user to correct bad posturing habits or to recover
movement in healing extremities.
One example is Vimove [65], a group of four sensors that can be used in the clinic, at work or at
home. The sensors contain an accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope to track movement,
as well as a diagnostic electromyography sensor. All of the data is sent to the physician, that can
perform a biomechanical study based on the movement of the patient outside the clinic and put
an objectively generated number to complex movement.
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Pediatric
Babies require higher levels of wear comfort and smaller devices. Also, they are unable to
communicate their conditions and therefore a continuous monitoring of their vital variables
results to be useful to alert when they are suffering. Owlet [49] has marketed a sock that is
meant for babies. It uses pulse oximetry to track the infant’s heart rate and oxygen levels on
a continuous basis. Therefore it has been rated as the most disruptive wearable device
among this area. The main criteria for this area has been the type of sensor used and the
wear comfort reached by the device.
Beyond the devices dedicated to babies there are some dedicated to the children´s health
in general. The kids with chronic diseases or in need of continuous treatment have devices
specially adapted for them that are easy handling. Some examples are found in the
treatment of diabetes or with the growing hormone, where kids have to take part in their
own treatment. None of this wearable technology have been rated as highly innovative. The
most common devices are those that monitor the children health as smart bands that get
daily insights about health, activity, and kid´s sleep levels.
Ophthalmology
It includes cameras clipped on glasses that connect to a smart-phone to help the patient
read texts or identify obstacles while walking using audio voice. They use simple
technology and do not solve the condition, but they help people with low vision capacities.
One example of the use of this kind is the device for blind people that Toyota is developing.
The device will be worn around the shoulders, and contain cameras that monitor the user's
surroundings and communicate information through speakers and vibration motors, in the
BLAID Project [66] Toyota plans to eventually integrate mapping, object identification and
facial recognition technologies. Users also will be able to interact with the device through
voice recognition and buttons.
The same idea has been applied to a cane, which is used by blind people, it can detect
presence or absence of objects in the surroundings and inform the user, the cane comes
with an ultrasonic sensor that detects upper-body obstacles. SmartCane [67] is already in
use in India. One of every three blind people lives there.
Psychology
It includes devices to manage emotions and stress levels by the non-invasive monitoring of
a wide number of variables.
It is the case of The Snap, developed by Lancaster University, a wristband device [68], for
adults diagnosed with autism that allows users to digitally record data when they are feeling
anxious. The device could also be used to signal support workers.
Another interesting use of wearables in this area is found in the treatment of Post Traumatic
Stress disorder. This mental health problem is related to insomnia that is not only one of the
symthoms, but a risk factor to suffer from PTSD. The device [69]
improves sleep quality by reading brain rhythms via sensors placed on the scalp. These
brainwaves are then “translated” into sounds of varying pitch and timing, which are played
to the user through earbuds, causing the brain to bring itself into a relaxed state and
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Dermatology
There are many app developers that aim to build a dermatological app that uses
smartphones’ cameras to identify skin problems or send pictures to a dermatologist for
their review. However, apps are not considered devices and therefore they go beyond
the scope of this research. Nevertheless, a wearable that uses the same principle has
been found utilizing a more specialized camera for the same purpose. Its uniqueness
makes it innovative but the technologies it uses are relatively simple. The trend in this
therapeutic area is to continue on this path, even for continuous skin monitoring.
Another trend has been found in the treatment of Psoriasis which is a chronic
inflammatory skin disease, nowadays there is no cure or way to prevent it. Traditional
treatments for the symptoms of psoriasis often present side effects with prolonged use.
Through the external stimulation of the nervous system the symptoms can be reduced
significantly as proves Thync [70]. The company has developed a device that deliver
electrical stimulation to targeted nerves in the cervical and thoracic spine, it exploits the
link between the sympathetic nervous system and the immune response, reducing the
redness and itching.
Oncology
Medical devices in this area are used to monitor changes in temperature or density in the skin in
a comfortable way, in order to perform an early diagnosis of the cancer, which boost the survival
chances to the patient. Although this implies a huge advantage in oncology, it has been found
some odder types of devices that are not made for early detection but to treat cancer, as Optune
[71], its mission is to destroy the brain cancer cells by delivering electricity transformed into
electromagnetic energy through adhesive bandages that hold ceramic discs, this device which is
normally used after surgery and radiation therapy and combined with drugs have proved to
increased the life expectancy of the Glioblastoma patient.
In the most immediate future, it is expected that these type of devices will be able to record data
to promote the knowledge of the development and behavior of different types of cancer and
maybe find new and better ways than the actual ones to treat and hopefully prevent them.
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Final Conclusion

IoT is a reality today in many areas and so far it is revolutionizing the world as we know it. In
industry, IoT has triggered the fourth industrial revolution, in day-to-day life it has enabled
smart-homes and smart-cities to approach the people’s needs in a more optimal way. In
healthcare, IoT will impact more than in any other area. The possibility to monitor and track
biological parameters will enhance the quality of the treatments, boost clinical trials and
research, and even cure diseases that today are impossible to cure due to the nature of
chronic diseases.
Medical wearables will allow the collection of great amount of data from a great quantity of
patients through IoHT. This data, properly used through Big Data Analysis and Machine
Learning, will transform healthcare and pharmacy industry. The number of start-ups
developing new devices every month reflects the potential of this field. The future is
promising for the development of new products as the technologies used to develop them
are increasing in quality and decreasing in size and cost.
SHARED INFO
The information is wasted. Most IoHT are not connected to the cloud. The key to IoHT is that
the information is connected and shared anonymously so that anyone can study and
understand it to improve the health of people. It is our responsibility as citizens to require our
politicians to strive to establish a powerful regulation that allows us to safely share our
health data for the benefit of all.
INTEGRATED TREATMENTS
It is equally important to introduce these technologies into the health systems of all
countries. We have to change the mentality and teach our professionals so that the
prescription goes beyond the pill, but it must be complete treatments associated with health
mobile devices, both wearables and applications. It is also equally or even more important,
to raise awareness not only of health professionals but of health managers, because the
implementation of these technologies implies changes in the organization and in the
healthcare processes.
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HOME CARE
Traditionally, care has been provided in health centers and we have moved it to the patients'
homes as technology and costs have allowed us to do so. This trend is going to be
exponential and a great part of our health care will be accessible from our home without
having to move. This, thanks to the technology, will allow us to move from an offline to an
online medicine.
Even though most devices are developed by start-ups using technologies already available
in the market, some developers, including big companies, universities and research
institutes, are researching on the development of new technologies oriented to wearables,
specially sensoring technologies.
However, social and legal barriers are particularly difficult to overcome in healthcare and
pharmaceutical industry. Ensuring the reliability of the measure and the safety of the patient
using it is a must in order to put any wearable medical device in the market. In addition to
that, both physicians and patients are worried about the privacy of the data collected by
these wearables. Developers and legislators are working together to find a solution that can
ensure the privacy and security of medical data without renouncing to the potential of using
that data to enhance medicine.
All in all, the medical wearable market is growing and all the technologies supporting them
will grow as well. All players involved, from the manufacturer to the software developer, from
the data analyst to the physician, must work together to put the patient in the center and
improve the quality of the service provided.
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Glossary of terms

IoT: Internet of Things. A computing concept that describes the idea of everyday physical
objects being connected to the internet and being able to identify themselves to other
devices. [50]
Big Data: Big data refers to a process that is used when traditional data mining and
handling techniques cannot uncover the insights and meaning of the underlying data. Data
that is unstructured or time sensitive or simply very large cannot be processed by relational
database engines. This type of data requires a different processing approach called big
data, which uses massive parallelism on readily-available hardware. [50]
Machine learning: Machine learning is an artificial intelligence (AI) discipline geared toward
the technological development of human knowledge. Machine learning allows computers to
handle new situations via analysis, self-training, observation and experience. [50]
Cloud: Cloud storage is a cloud computing model in which data is stored on remote servers
accessed from the Internet, or "cloud." It is maintained, operated and managed by a cloud
storage service provider on a storage servers that are built on virtualization techniques. [50]
Exacerbations: It may refer to an increase in the severity of a disease or its signs and
symptoms. For example, an exacerbation of asthma might occur as a serious effect of air
pollution, leading to shortness of breath. [51]
EEG: Electroencephalogram, is a test used to evaluate the electrical activity in the brain.
Brain cells communicate with each other through electrical impulses. An EEG can be used
to help detect potential problems associated with this activity. [52]
ECG: Electrocardiogram, that is a simple, painless test that measures your heart’s electrical
activity. [52]
Oscillometric: an instrument for measuring oscillations, especially those of the
arterial pulse. [17]
Voltmeter: a calibrated instrument for measuring the potential difference between
two points. [17]
LED: Light-emitting diode. A semiconductor diode that emits light when conducting current
and is used in electronic displays, indoor and outdoor lighting, etc. [17]
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Systolic: Maximum arterial pressure occurring during contraction of the left ventricle of the
heart. [17]
Diastolic: Maximum arterial pressure during the interval between heartbeats. [17]
Sinoatrial node: The SA node (SA stands for sinoatrial) is one of the major elements in the
cardiac conduction system, the system that controls the heart rate. This stunningly designed
system generates electrical impulses and conducts them throughout the muscle of the
heart, stimulating the heart to contract and pump blood. [51]

MEMS: Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems, is a technology that in its most general form can
be defined as miniaturized mechanical and electro-mechanical elements (i.e., devices and
structures) that are made using the techniques of micro-fabrication. [53]
Electrolyte: An electrical conducting medium in which the flow of current is accompanied
by the movement of matter in the form of ions. [17]
Piezoelectricity: The property exhibited by some non-conducting crystals of becoming
electrically polarized when mechanical strained and of becoming mechanically strained
when an electric field is applied. [17]
Resistor: A device designed to introduce resistance into an electric circuit [17]

NFC: Near Field Communication.
BLE: Bluetooth Low Energy
API: Application Programming Interface
FDA: Food and Drug Administration (United States)
CE: Conformité Européenne
CRO: Contract Research Organization
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